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We consider lattice rules (i.e. cubature formulas with equal coefficients whose nodes lie
on a lattice) which are exact for trigonometric polynomials in two variables with different
spectra. Various quality indexes are characterized. Extremal properties of indexes are
obtained. A new family of lattice rules of trigonometric degree is presented. Also a
family of lattice rules exact on trigonometric polynomials of a hexagonal spectrum is
constructed. © 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Lattice rules
whose network of nodes consists of all points of a multi-
ple integration lattice lying in [0, 1) are considered for the approximation
of integrals
of periodic functions .
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DEFINITION 1.1. A multiple integration lattice is a subset of which is
discrete and closed under addition and subtraction and which contains as a
subset.
The network of nodes of a lattice rule is finite and the number of nodes
Let be a centrally symmetric (with respect to the origin) bounded convex
subset of and .
DEFINITION 1.2. A set
is called a spectrum due to and .
A trigonometric polynomial with spectrum is an arbitrary function of form
where , and
coefficients and are complex conjugated. The class of all polyno-
mials is denoted by .
A multiple integration lattice is usually chosen so that the corresponding lattice
rule (1) is exact on a class of trigonometric polynomials in variables
with some spectrum .
DEFINITION 1.3. A lattice rule is exact on when
We consider lattice rules which are exact for trigonometric polynomials with
different spectra. In Sections 2 and 3 various quality indexes are characterized
and an asymptotic bound is obtained for the -dimensional case. The rest of
the paper illustrates this for the 2-dimensional case. In Sections 4 and 5 new
families of lattice rules are presented that are “optimal” with respect to a cer-
tain index. In Section 6 other indexes of these rules are calculated.
In the remainder of this section we give some results on lattice rules that we
will need later. A very important tool to investigate the error of a lattice rule,
is introduced by the following definition.
DEFINITION 1.4. The dual of the multiple integration lattice is
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Euler seems to be the first (see (Pólya and Szegö 1971), sec. 6) to employ an
important property of lattice rules (also see (Zygmund 1968) sec. 10, (Korobov
1963)) that was formulated in (Sloan and Kachoyan 1987) for the multidimen-
sional case. Assume that the function can be expanded into an absolutely
convergent multiple Fourier series
THEOREM 1.5. Let be a multiple integration lattice. Then the correspond-
ing lattice rule has an error
Proof. See (Sloan and Kachoyan 1987).
From this theorem follows obviously that the lattice rule based on the multiple
integration lattice is exact on . Another useful theorem
is the following.
THEOREM 1.6. If is the lattice that corresponds to an -dimensional -
point lattice rule and is an integer, then is a lattice that corresponds
to a -point lattice rule with dual lattice .
Proof. See (Niederreiter 1992) (Theorem 5.44, page 144).
2. INDEXES OF LATTICE RULES AND THEIR PROPERTIES
Let be the set of all lattice rules with multiple integration lattice
. One usually prefers lattice rules where the ratio of the number of points
in the spectrum to the number of nodes is maximal (with the requirement that
). Because the original set is left unchanged, we can
investigate an index of a lattice rule
In the sequel of this paper we will consider the octahedral index
with
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the hexagonal index with
and the spherical index with
The class , is called the class of all trigonometric polyno-
mials in variables of degree at most .
For a given set and lattice rule , with corresponding dual lattice , let
DEFINITION 2.1. The lattice rule is called -accepted if for arbitrary
the number of points in the spectrum where
is as defined by (3).
It is obvious that every lattice rule is -accepted. On the other hand, if e.g.
; and the given lattice rule is
exact on with = 0.01, then one can see that this lattice rule is
not -accepted.
LEMMA 2.2. If a lattice rule is -accepted and exact on ,
then there exists a family of rules , such that
(a) is exact on and
(b) for arbitrary there exist a such that for all
Proof. For arbitrary we put
and denote by the network of the lattice rule . We consider the lattice
rule with network
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is a so-called copy rule: the cube [0, 1) is divided in cubes and on
each of them a properly scaled version of is applied. The number of nodes
of is . From Theorem 1.6 follows that is exact on
. Consequently, is exact on , which concludes
the first part of the proof.
From the definition of (2) and the fact that is exact on
follows
On the other hand when is large it is clear that
Because the initial rule is -accepted and we have
Obviously (see (4)–(6)) the number can be chosen such that
This concludes the second part of the proof.
Suppose the sequence of lattice rules is such that the corresponding
parameters (3) go to infinity if goes to infinity:
Obviously, for such a sequence
And so we prepared the road for the following lemma, which is analogous to
Lemma 2.2 but is less sensitive to the geometric properties of .
LEMMA 2.3. If an infinite sequence of lattice rules, , has the
property (7) then for arbitrary there exists a such that
for all , with as defined in (3), a
lattice rule exists such that
(a) is exact on and
(b) .
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Proof. The proof is in principle the same as the proof of Lemma 2.2. One
has to use the fact that the sequence satisfies (7) and thus (8).
We denote by the set of all lattice rules with every possible multiple
integration lattice and by , the set
Note that each lattice rule in is actually exact on for some
. It is obvious that one can build a sequence of lattice rules that satisfy
(7) by selecting rules from the sets . This fact makes
Lemma 2.3 useful.
DEFINITION 2.4. The best -index is
. The best index is .
The introduction of a best index has sense since the following result holds.
THEOREM 2.5. For an arbitrary centrally symmetric (with respect to the ori-
gin) bounded convex set , the set is bounded.
The best index .
Proof. As Fejér in the one-dimensional case (see (Pólya and Szegö 1971),
Chapter 6, 2nd solution of problem 50) we use the following relationship
between nonnegative trigonometric polynomials with spectrum and
lattice rules exact on ((Reztsov 1991a), Lemma 1). For an arbitrary
nonnegative and arbitrary lattice rule exact on holds
Similar to (Judin 1973), we construct a nonnegative trigonometric polynomial
called the multidimensional analog of the Fejér kernel (Reztsov 1991a). For this
polynomial
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and thus
From (9) and (10) follows that
From (11) and
follows that
One can see from Lemma 2.3 b) that non-decreases if . So,
which concludes the proof.
Note that (11) is a generalization of the traditional lower bound for the number
of nodes in an integration rule. The important aspect of Theorem 2.5 is the
fact that the upper bound for the best index is independent of the shape of
the set . So, whether one searches for rules of trigonometric degree, product
trigonometric degree, or something else, the ratio of the number of trigonometric
polynomials for which the rule is exact to the number of points in the rule, is
bounded by .
If for every we can construct a lattice rule , exact on
with index
then these formulas are called a best or minimal family of lattice rules.
3. ZAREMBA AND HYPERBOLIC INDEXES
Consider a hyperbolic spectrum
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Note that K. I. Babenko was the first, in the late fifties, to present and study
the classes of trigonometric polynomials with hyperbolic spectrum
(Babenko 1960b, Babenko (1960a). Furthermore, we mention the in-
vestigations of Telyakovskiı˘ (1964), Korobov (1963), and Bahvalov (1959). Ob-
viously the hyperbolic spectrum is to be omitted from our scheme including the
set and its product by . However the important role of forces us to
introduce it.
Observe that Zaremba (1972) uses as a construction criterion for lattice rules
the following index
which is nowadays known as the Zaremba index. We prefer the hyperbolic in-
dex (for = 2)
(and not the Zaremba index ) because this index corresponds with the point
of view that
Korobov (1963) introduced a family of “good” lattice rules with respect to
. For = 2 the Fibonacci lattice rules, discovered by Bahvalov
(1959), belong to this family and are the best with respect to . Fur-
ther we study relations between the hyperbolic index and some other indexes
for the same fixed lattice rule.
4. OCTAHEDRAL INDEX AND TRIGONOMETRIC DEGREE
Consider the -dimensional octahedron
Further we will consider only the 2-dimensional case. It is well known (see
e.g. (Mysovskikh 1987)) that the minimal possible number of nodes of a 2-
dimensional integration rule which is exact on , = 2, , is
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equal to
Known minimal cubature formulas are the lattice rules constructed by Noskov
(1988) for even and by Beckers and Cools (1993) for odd . In addition, sev-
eral authors found that the body-centered cubic lattice is also a minimal formula
for odd , e.g., (Noskov 1985), (Reztsov 1991b). (An overview is presented by
Cools and Sloan (1996); that paper also presents minimal formulae that are not
lattice rules.) We will now present some generalizations of these minimal lat-
tice rules.
Let, for any ,
Further by we denote the vector each of whose components is the frac-
tional part of the corresponding components of , lying in [0, 1).
THEOREM 4.1. For (i.e. ) and
the lattice rule
is exact on
Proof. Let , and .
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The first sum is zero unless is a multiple of because .
In other words, it is zero unless .
Because and thus = 0 unless = 0.
Let, for any ,
and
THEOREM 4.2. For and such that and
are coprime, the lattice rule
is exact on .
Proof. Denote by , , the following subset of the dual lattice
Obviously the point
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and because only points lie in (because and are coprime
and so no other point makes the scalar product zero),
Also one can see that the point
lies in the set . Consequently for arbitrary
Hence
So, if then
i.e., such points of the dual lattice do not lie in the spectrum
.
There remains only to consider the points
(note that the point is the origin) and to verify that for these points
Consequently
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We remark that the formulas and are geometrically equivalent and
are equivalent to the minimal formulas in (Beckers and Cools 1993)
with either or . For the for-
mulas are not minimal.
The lattice rules and form a minimal family for the
octahedron :
In Section 6 we will calculate the hyperbolic and spherical indexes for the
formulas and establish their extremal properties.
5. HEXAGONAL INDEX
The spherical spectrum is important and difficult to study. Best formulas
for the spherical spectrum are not yet constructed. However, the hexagonal
index (and spectrum) is close to spherical and best (hexagonal) formulas can
be constructed rather easily (see Theorem 5.1). Perhaps these formulas are also
best for the spherical spectrum.
Consider the following continued fraction (see e.g. (Hardy and Wright 1979))
which is equal to . The convergents of this continued fraction
satisfy
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i.e.
The sequence of convergents of this continued fraction
is used by us for constructing a family of lattice rules for the regular hexagon
in
Let
THEOREM 5.1. For arbitrary the lattice rule
is exact on .
Proof. Obviously and are coprime. Therefore the set of all points
such that = 0 is
Consequently the set of all points such that
is
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One can see that for any the set and
We will calculate the extremal
The corresponding regular hexagon is such that
• some points of lie on the boundary of the hexagon ;
• no points of lie inside this hexagon.
First we calculate the distance between the origin and the points
Obviously
So
For other pairs
Thus, only the points are
close to the boundary of the hexagon . For the other points of the dual
lattice the distance (the origin is omitted from this con-
sideration).
From (14) follows that for
and for
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Hence the extremal
Thus we can see that for only the points of
lie inside the bounded hexagon . For only the points
of lie inside the bounded hexagon
. So
There remains only to note that for an arbitrary that satisfies
, the corresponding hexagon has no points of because the points that
lie inside actually lie on the boundary.
EXAMPLE. The lattice that corresponds to with is presented
in Fig. 1 and its corresponding dual lattice in Fig. 2. From this it is obvious
that = 8. Furthermore .
With the family of rules corresponds the following sequence of hexagonal
indexes:
The lattice rules form a minimal family for the hexagon .
FIG. 1. Lattice of Q .
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FIG. 2. Dual lattice of Q .
In Section 6 we will calculate the hyperbolic and spherical indexes for the
formulas and establish their extremal properties.
6. THE EVALUATION OF CUBATURE FORMULAS W.R.T.
DIFFERENT SPECTRA
In this section we calculate the hyperbolic quality index for the formulas
(see Section 6.1) and (see Section 6.2). Also we obtain asymptotic
formulas for the spherical quality index for the formulas (see Section 6.3),
for (see Section 6.3) and for (see Section 6.4).
We define a function , where :
Obviously the Zaremba index of a lattice rule is related to this function:
6.1. The Hyperbolic Index of
Here are the same points as in the proof of Theorem 4.2, i.e.
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We distinguish 2 cases:
1. or ;
2. and .
Case 1. Because the numbers and are coprime
where . Consequently for such the quantity
(We leave aside ; then is the origin .)
Case 2a. Let us consider the convergents of the continued fraction of
. Because is a rational number, the sequence of
convergents is finite. The last convergent is (it is the th convergent of the
sequence)
and for the previous convergent the following property holds
So
Consequently for such , and we will
denote this by :
LEMMA 6.1. .
Proof. The following property of convergents holds.
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where the finite continued fraction is
So
Consequently,
Case 2b. Let and , , . Observe that for
we have studied this part of the problem in Case 2a above. Now this
will be generalized. The method for solving linear equations
in integers is well known (see e.g. (Hardy and Wright 1979)). For
and we have the equation
with solution
From this follows that
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Obviously for such
We denote by the quantity
and by the quantity
The case and , , , can be treated analo-
gously to Case 2. All previous results can be summarized as follows.
COROLLARY 6.2. For and arbitrary the Zaremba index
is
Remark. Let and be such that
with the th Fibonacci number (see e.g. (Niederreiter and Sloan 1994), proof
of Theorem 3). Because , one number of the pair
and has to be odd, another number has to be even. So ,
. In this case
EXAMPLE. For is a Fibonacci lattice rule. Moreover
Also see Theorem 4.2 in (Beckers and Cools 1993).
6.2. The Hyperbolic Index of
Now we consider the lattice rules and estimate the corresponding
Zaremba indexes. Obviously the dual lattice for is
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where
Note that we denote the points by analogy with (see the proof
of Theorem 4.2).
The first coordinate is given by
the second coordinate by
So
We distinguish the following 3 cases:
(1) ;
(2) ;
(3) .
and use the fact that .
Case 1. If then (15) becomes
We denote this quantity by :
Case 2. If then (15) becomes
Case 3. If then (15) becomes
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We introduce the following notations
All previous results can be summarized as follows.
COROLLARY 6.3. For and arbitrary the Zaremba
index
The octahedral index of the Fibonacci rules was calculated in (Beckers and
Cools 1993), Theorem 4.3.
6.3. The Spherical Index of
We will calculate the asymptotic value of the spherical index
COROLLARY 6.4. For and arbitrary the spherical in-
dex
Proof. (A Proof of Corollary 6.4 for ). We calculate the maximal
radius
From the fact that the lattice rule is exact on the class
(see Theorem 4.1) follows the following lower bound
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Further, we know the point lies in the dual lattice . So also
the following upper estimate holds
Comparing (17) and (18) gives
Note that the number of points in the spherical spectrum
Consequently
Proof. (A proof of Corollary 6.4 for .)
Using the notations used in the proof of Theorem 4.2, one obtains
For another points of the quantity
(see also the proof of Theorem 4.2). So the maximal radius (16) satisfies
Consequently
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6.4. The Sperhical Index of
We will calculate the asymptotic value of the spherical index
COROLLARY 6.5. For arbitrary the spherical index
Proof. We already calculated the maximal radius (16) in the proof of
Theorem 5.1:
So the number of points in the spherical spectrum
Consequently
The family of rules was especially designed to obtain better results with
respect to the spherical index (see the introduction of Section 5). Now
that we can compare the results of Corollaries 6.4 and 6.5, we see that this goal
is reached. However, the precise value of remains uncertain.
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